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I.   Assessment of Candidates 

 

A.  What do the summarized reports (portfolio review, milestone review, student teacher 

information, PRAXIS scores, program completion rates, exit surveys, employer survey, 

and graduate follow-up survey) data sets show about the performance of your 

candidates.  

1. There were 3 graduate students who graduated with master’s degrees in special 

education during the year in 2008-2009  All are Caucasians (100%), and all were 

female (100%).   

 

2. Milestone Reviews 

 

Graduate special education C and I majors complete three milestones in their 

portfolio. On Page 48, it is indicated Eight successfully completed Milestone One 

in the Spring of 2009, and one completed Milestone IV in the Fall of 2008. Data 

for MAT students in special education are reviewed in a separate report.  

 

3. Graduate Follow Up Survey 

 

Special education graduate in C and I were requested to participate in a survey of 

graduates. 3 returned these surveys and on a scale of 3.0, all items but two were 

reported at the highest rating of 3.0. The two who were not got ratings of 2.66. 

They were  1) I can use assessment data of a normative and authentic type from a 

variety of professional and instruments that bring information to bear on how well 

a child can learn and is learning in the classroom, and 2) I use current technology 

and resources to promote student learning in mathematics. 

 

B.  What specific short-term actions will be taken during the 2009-2010 academic year in 

order to improve candidate performance? What are the long-term action implications? 

Please specify tasks and timelines for planned actions. 

 

Short Term Action To Improve Candidate Performance 

 

The C and I program in special education has been revised and is being implement this 

year with a new cohort group starting in January of 2010.  This program includes new 

classes in autism, early childhood special education and gifted education, as well as the 



inclusion of an advanced course in assistive technology.  It also has a continuing course 

in legal aspects of special education, renamed Special Education Law.   

 

The autism course is being taught for the first time in the fall of 2009, and the early 

childhood course will be in the spring of 2010. The other courses will be added as this 

curriculum is implemented.   

 

We will are implementing a public relations program to local districts of this new 

program to inform them of its presence and its goals and the levels of support for students 

who enter it.  

 

We plan to conduct a review of the flow of our graduate programs with emphasis in 

contrasting what is offered MAT students and C & I students. 

 

Long Term Implications 

 

With the support of the Economic Stimulus Act and its funding for special education we 

should see an increase in school programs and need for students. Being positioned with a 

revised and well marketed program should lead to increased enrollment in both the C and 

I program and the MAT programs in special education, as well as improving services for 

children with disabilities in the community. 

 

Specific Task and Timelines for Planned Actions 

a.  Implement the curriculum of graduate program, to be started by 8/09 

     b.  Add coursework each semester to these course offerings 

c.  Implement marketing program for this program in 10/09 

d.  Start first cohort in C and I program in 1/10 

3.  Add new cohort groups annually to the C and I program 

 

II.  Assessment of Program Operations 

 

A. What do enrollment, exit survey, and graduate follow-up survey data sets show 

about the operations and quality of your program? 

 

1. Enrollment 

The number of students in the program is a concern and new recruitment activities will 

begin Fall, 2009. 2. Exit Survey 

Exit data show participants are pleased with the quality of our program. Ratings are in the 

good to very good range as they view the education we offer our students.  

3. Graduate Follow-Up Survey Data Sets 

Our special education majors feel they are learning well the principles and theories of 

special education, have noted a need for life long learning because of changes in laws and 

situations they face in schools and have learned to live and work collaboratively well in 

schools. 

 

 



B.  What does the summarized reports (PRAXIS results, exit surveys, employer surveys, 

and graduate follow-up surveys) show about changes that may need to be made to your 

program or to specific courses? 

2. Exit Surveys 

Our students see a need of improving the curriculum.  

 

C.  What specific short-term actions will be taken during the 2009-2010 academic year in 

order to improve program operations and quality? What are the long-term action 

implications? Please specify tasks and timelines for planned actions. 

1. Short Term Actions To Be Taken to Improve Program Operations and Quality 

a. It is suggested that a review of the portfolio be taken to make sure in 

integrates with what is taught in the curriculum. 

c.  Grant opportunities to enhance student enrollment and assistantships will be 

explored. 

 

2. Long Term Actions Implications 

 

The implications of the review of portfolio alignment with our curriculum is internal 

consistency of operations, with the goal of having our students see the relevance of the 

portfolio and improve its quality.  Advertising our program and obtaining grants will 

improve enrollment and increase the quality of students enrolled.  

3. Tasks and Timelines for Planned Actions 

a.  study of integration of portfolios and curriculum  by 5/10 

b.  Advertising and public relations program begins in 10/09 

c.  review of grant opportunities, current and ongoing, in perpetuity 

 

III.  Assessment System 

 

A.  What data do you need to better evaluate your candidates and/or program?  

1.  We need to break out the employer data and clinical teaching data so it shows more 

specifically a light on special education students instead of having to use generic data for 

the entire program.  

2.  We need to break out data by graduate vs undergraduate programs in special 

education. It became apparent in writing two reports that this is needed. 

3.  We want date 

B.  Based on the data provided, how can the Teacher Education Unit Assessment System 

be changed to provide more meaningful and useful evidence regarding candidate 

performance and program operations? 

1.  Be more "program specific" in the analysis of data. 

2.  Be more specific in terms of graduate and undergraduate data analysis for special 

education students, even more specific with graduate students between those in MAT vs 

C & I advanced programs.  

 

 


